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“If exercise came in a pill,
every doctor would prescribe it.”

What would you like to achieve from your gym membership? 

Is it to lose weight? Increase muscle tone? Manage stress? Boost heart
health? To steer you in the right direction for the results you want to
achieve, we have compiled this reader-friendly health and fitness guide.
It gives you the information you need to begin an exercise program, and
safely and effectively work towards a new, fit and healthy you.

Inside you will find useful training suggestions, nutrition advice, tips on
motivation and a time-line that outlines the improvements you can
expect to make over the course of a year. Each section is separated into
results – from ‘how to get a flatter stomach’ to ‘how to extend your
youth’ - so you can turn directly to the section that means the most to you.

You’ve made the decision to commit to a healthy lifestyle, now here’s
what you need to know to make exercise effective, enjoyable and long term.

Intro

g
Go on, take the next step

We’re here to show you how
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Consume fewer calories than you burn each day
If the most exercise you’ve done all day is to walk from your front

door to the car, then you don’t need to eat as much as you would if

you had done a gym workout. Remember, if you eat more calories

than you burn off, the excess calories must be stored somewhere

– most commonly they are stored as fat.

Reduce your fat intake
Not all calories are equal – there are more calories in fat 

(9 cals/gram) than there are in protein (meat, poultry, dairy products)

or carbohydrate (fruits, vegetables), which have 4 calories per gram.

This means that fat calories are the most fattening, so should be

eaten sparingly.There’s no need to cut them out altogether, just cut

them down.

Cut your portion size
You may be eating low-fat, but if your portion sizes are too big,

you’ll still be consuming too many calories. Carbohydrate and

protein can be turned to fat if eaten in large quantities over an

extended period, so think about reducing the amount you eat.

This doesn’t mean cutting out foods and going hungry, it just 

means getting in tune with whether you are eating for hunger or

because it’s there. Remember that any healthy weight loss plan

needs to include at least 1,200 calories a day.

Know when to stop 
You know that uncomfortable feeling you get when you eat too

much, well that’s what you need to avoid.There is a delay between

your brain registering that your stomach is full, and your stomach

actually being full. Stop eating before you reach that bloated,

uncomfortable stage.A good way to avoid getting really hungry 

and overeating at mealtime is to graze on small meals/snacks

throughout the day rather than eating three large meals a day.

Dump the Diet
Crash diets may help you look lighter on the scales, but the sad truth is that they do more

harm than good.With most diets you’ll dump a few kilos of body fluid, which will account

for a drop in weight on the scales, but you won’t lose any significant amount of body fat

that will stay off over the long term.

When you dump the diet and return to normal eating habits, not only do you regain the fat

stores you’ve just lost, but you may even gain a bit extra! This is because whenever you cut

back on energy intake you’ll experience a drop in your metabolism, which reduces your

body’s ability to burn fat (metabolism refers to the chemical reaction that takes place in your

body involving the use and generation of energy).This slow-down means that your pre-diet

eating habits represent an excess in calories, so more of what you eat will be stored as fat.

Even worse news…a lowered metabolic rate will increase your hunger signals, so you’ll start

to crave high energy foods loaded with fats and sugars – the exact foods you are trying to

do without!

Start with one extra gym session and two less fatty meals per week and gradually work towards a
lifelong plan for achieving your best weight. Setting goals is an excellent way to keep yourself on
track, but make sure your goals are specific and realistic.You’re much more likely to achieve a
weight loss goal of 1 to 2 kilograms per month, for example, than the huge weekly losses that many
fad diets promote.

Build Muscle,Burn Fat
Make sure you incorporate strength training into your exercise routine if you’re trying to lose

weight, because the more muscle you build, the more weight you’ll lose. As you build muscles

from strength training, your metabolic rate increases, so you’ll burn more calories all day long. In

fact, for each pound of muscle you gain, you’ll burn 35 to 50 more calories daily. Even when you

are sitting around or sleeping, your muscle will continue burning calories! 

If you’re female and afraid of getting bulky muscles, don’t be.The truth is that women typically

don’t gain size from strength training, because compared to men, women have 10 to 30 times

less of the hormones that cause muscle build-up.

! TIP! Muscle weighs more than
fat, so don’t be discouraged if
you’re working out and not
shedding a lot of weight. Pay
attention to how you look in
the mirror instead of what the
scales say.

What’s the best type of
exercise for weight loss?

It’s a common misconception that
you’ll burn more fat if you exercise
longer at a lower intensity, but the truth
is that you’ll burn more fat the more
intensely you exercise. The faster you
walk, step or run, for example, the
more calories you use per minute.

Don’t worry if you’re just starting out
and find high-intensity exercise difficult
to sustain – simply begin at a lower
intensity and slowly increase the level
of difficulty as your fitness improves.
Remember you’re only competing with
yourself, so lay down a personal 
challenge to do a bit more!

The bottom line is that any exercise
routine you enjoy and can stick to is
your best option for weight loss. Use
your personalised fitness program as a
starting point, but also try a variety of
classes and equipment to find out what
works best for you.

For real success, try a personal trainer.
It’s not expensive and a trainer can
advise you of the best way to achieve
your weight loss goals in the gym.
Sessions start from 30 minutes and
you can even work out with a friend 
– imagine what your friends will say!

When you change the way you
eat or exercise to lose weight,
make sure it is a routine you

can stick to. A good starting point is to
become more active and begin thinking
in moderation in all you eat and do.
A successful life is about balance, think
about it!

]

Just as dieting alone isn’t the best way to lose
weight, an exercise program needs to be combined
with healthy eating to be successful.

Lose weight

7

Want to lose weight and feel in top shape? Forget about dieting, pill popping or calorie counting; the key to successful
weight loss is to combine regular exercise with a healthy balanced diet.The following successful slimming strategies may
not be quick-fix solutions, but they will get results.



Benefit Your Bones
By the time you leave school,

you have established all the bone

mineral density you’ll ever have…

unless you strength train.

Research has found that lifting

weights can increase spinal bone

mineral density by 13% in just

six months – a significant 

statistic when it comes to the

battle against osteoporosis,

which affects 1 in 3 women and

1 in 8 men. Refer to ‘Extend Your

Youth’ on page 24-25 to find out

more about osteoporosis.
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One of the biggest myths about strength training is that you have to spend
hours lifting heavy weights in order to achieve results. For the majority of us
who don’t want to have as many muscles as Schwarzenegger, a 15-minute
strength training program, 2 to 3 times per week is more than sufficient to
achieve gains in muscle growth, strength, endurance and weight loss.

It’s not how long you spend training that counts, it’s the quality of training. Put 

the following components together and you have the makings of an effective,

time-efficient program that can be adapted to suit either the beginner, intermediate 

or advanced exerciser.

One set of 8 to 12 reps

In the past you would have been told to lift weights for three sets of around 20 repetitions

(reps), but sports scientists have realised the same results can be achieved in a lot less time.

It is now accepted wisdom that you need only perform one set of 8 to12 reps, making sure

you work the muscle to the point of fatigue on the last rep (see below).There’s nothing

wrong with weight training that involves more sets and repetitions, but it’s normally

advanced weight trainers who choose this as a form of training.

Constant progress

If you don’t challenge your muscles, you won’t benefit from strength training, so it’s

important to always aim for an increase in the amount of weight you lift. Start your strength

training program with a weight that you can lift only 8 times and keep using that weight

until you become strong enough to lift it 12 times.When you’re able to perform 12

repetitions correctly (without cheating!), progress by adding more weight.

Slow and controlled

You’re cheating your muscles if you speed through each repetition or use momentum to

move the weight. Lift with a slow controlled movement to a count of two, then lower to a

count of three to four. It’s important to concentrate not only on the contraction that occurs

during the lifting phase, but also on the contraction that occurs as you’re returning the

weight to the starting point.

2-3 times a week

Try to train 2 to 3 times a week, and leave a day free between sessions - your muscles need 48

hours recovery between workouts. Insufficient rest is a sure route to muscle strain because

muscle fibres need time to rejuvenate in order to grow bigger and stronger. If your muscles

ache for more than a few days after your workout it means you’ve overdone it, so give

yourself some extra time to recover and ease back into your program with a lighter weight.

9

Increase Your Muscle
Tone & Strength

As you build muscles from 
strength training, your metabolic

rate increases, so you’ll burn more
calories all day long. Even when

you’re standing around or sleeping,
your muscle cells stay busy eating

up calories (see ‘Build Muscle,
Burn Fat’ on page 7).

Don’t lift weights without first
warming up.Hop on the bike
or treadmill for 5 to 10 minutes
to warm up your muscles
before weight training.

Use it, or lose it

When astronauts return to earth after
a mission, their muscles are often so
weak from the weightlessness of
space they have trouble performing
the simplest of physical activities. For
those of us who are not astronauts,
the same principle applies…we need
weight bearing exercise to build
strong muscles.Around a half pound
of muscle is lost every year after the
age of 20 unless we strength train.
The good news is that it’s never too
late to build muscle mass, and even
an increase in muscle that’s too small
to be visible to the eye can be all it
takes to improve strength and power.

Plan for Progress
You’ll feel and notice improvements 
in strength and muscle tone soon
after you begin strength training,
but don’t be discouraged if these
results begin to slow after six
months or so of training. It’s only
natural that improvements will
come at a slightly slower pace as
your strength increases, so when
this happens, look at ways to 
re-vamp your program. Variety not
only helps overcome training
plateaus, it also reduces boredom,
helps prevent injury and stimulates
muscle growth. If you’re feeling
bored by exercise, just keep in mind
the feeling of fulfilment and
achievement that comes with
sticking with a regular exercise
routine. It’s worth it!

Ways to kick-start your training:
• Find a training partner
• Try a Body Pump class
• Get a personal trainer
• Increase the resistance load
• Add in new exercises
• Set goals for each workout
• Reward your achievements 

(no, not chocolate!)
• Monitor your progress
• Experiment with exercise order
• Alternate machine exercises 

with free weights.

TIP! Don’t hold your breath
during strength exercises
- it will cause a change in
your blood pressure.
Breathe out as you lift/push
the weight, and breathe in
when you lower/retract it.

!
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1. Lowers Blood Pressure 
High blood pressure causes blood to push against the wall of the arteries with higher-than-

normal force, which if untreated can lead to serious health problems like stroke, heart failure

and heart attack. Fortunately, regular aerobic exercise can help keep blood pressure normal

by paving the way for blood to more easily circulate around your arteries and veins.

2. Controls Cholesterol
Regular exercise isn’t just good for high blood pressure, it also plays an important role in

controlling cholesterol.There are two types of cholesterol – the ‘bad’ LDL cholesterol and

the ‘good’ HDL cholesterol. Regular exercise and a low-fat balanced diet help to increase our

‘good’ cholesterol, which lowers the risk of heart disease.

3. Helps Smokers Quit
Smoking doubles your risk of heart attack, but fortunately this risk falls as soon as you quit.

A regular exercise habit has been shown to help smokers quit and stay off permanently.An

inactive lifestyle is actually even more dangerous to your health than smoking, so even if

you can’t give up smoking, make sure you exercise.

4. Manages Stress
Stress can have the unfortunate long term effect of raising blood pressure and contributing to

heart disease. Exercise is good for stress management because it promotes relaxation and

produces ‘feel-good’ hormones that are guaranteed to lift you out of the dumps (see

‘Manage Your Stress’ on page 28-29).

Heart Smart Eating 

Three of the risk factors for a heart

attack – high blood pressure, high

cholesterol and too much body fat -

can be reduced simply by eating a

healthy diet. Base your diet on foods

that are low in saturated fat such as

bread, cereals, rice, pasta,

vegetables, fruit, legumes (beans

and lentils), lean meats, poultry, fish,

reduced-fat dairy products and

polyunsaturated or monounsaturated

oils and margarines.

Watch the amount of fat in your

diet and try to limit your intake of

foods high in saturated fat such as

fatty meats, full cream dairy

products, biscuits, pastry and deep-

fried takeaways.

How Exercise Keeps Your Heart Healthy

Did you know? Heart disease is almost twice as likely to develop in inactive people. Other
risk factors for heart disease include cigarette smoking, high blood pressure, high blood
cholesterol, and being overweight. The more risk factors you have, the greater your
chance of getting heart disease, but regular exercise will reduce this risk.

Just because you’re thin doesn’t

mean you’re fit.You need to

exercise on a regular basis to

develop and maintain

cardiovascular fitness, and a lack

of body fat doesn’t mean you 

can’t have high cholesterol and

blood pressure.

Heart disease claims many lives each year, so looking after your heart makes perfect sense if you plan to lead

a long and active life.You’ve only got one life; live it well! Aerobic exercise (exercise that gets your heart

pumping and your blood moving) is one of the best ways to improve your cardiovascular health and guard

against heart disease.

Improve Your Heart 
Health&Cardio Fitness

Keeping a track of your heart rate during
exercise is a great way to monitor how hard
you’re working and whether your fitness
level is improving. Your target heart rate is
what your heart rate should be while 
exercising. So, staying within this heart rate
zone can help you have safe, effective
workouts. Follow these calculations to find
your target heart rate:

1. Estimate your maximum heart rate.
Take 220 – age = _________
(this is your maximum).
Example: if you’re 42 years old, subtract 42
from 220 to get 178.

2. Determine your lower-limit exercise 
heart rate by multiplying your maximum
heart rate by 0.6.
Example, multiply 178 by 0.6 to get 107.

3. Determine your upper-limit exercise 
heart rate by multiplying your maximum
heart rate by 0.8.
Example, multiply 178 by 0.8 to get 142.

Your target heart rate zone is between your
upper and lower limits. Using the above 
example, the target heart rate of a 42-year-old
is between 107 and 142 beats per minute.

If you’re just beginning an aerobic program you
should aim for the lower end of your heart rate
zone and pick up the intensity as you become
more comfortable with your workouts. If you’re
already fairly fit and training for competitive
events, you might want to aim for the higher
end of your zone.

Keep in mind that the target heart rate zone 
is recommended for people without any health
problems, so if you are on medication that
alters your heart rate, consult your doctor to
ensure you are working at the appropriate intensity.

TIP! Treadmills, stationary cycles and 
other cardiovascular equipment have
heart rate sensors, which are a
convenient way to monitor your heart
rate. If your heart beat is higher than the
upper limit of your target zone, you’re
probably overdoing it. Slow down!

Why Monitor Your Heart Rate?
Match your zone to your goals

To determine what heart rate range is

best for you, think about what exercise

goal(s) you are trying to achieve and

choose a zone accordingly:

Improve aerobic capacity

& athletic performance.

Aim for an intensity of 70% to 80% of

your maximum heart rate. Example: 133

to 152 beats/minute for a 30 year old.

Lose weight.

The intensity should be at 60% to 70% of

your maximum heart rate. Example: 114

to 133 beats/minute for a 30 year old.

Starting out gradually.

This is 50% to 60% of your maximum

heart rate, and is a gentle way to give your

heart a workout if you are new to

exercise. Example: 95 to 114

beats/minute for a 30 year old.

Heart rate monitors 

that measure your

resting heart rate are

available on the gym floor of all

Fitness First clubs. Measure your

heart rate before your exercise

session (i.e., resting heart rate),

make a note of the figure, and

then re-measure in a month’s time.

]

Heart Rate  Fitness
To find out whether your fitness
level is improving, make a note
of your resting heart rate before
you start your exercise program
and every month thereafter.The
higher your fitness level, the
lower your heart rate will be,
so if your resting heart rate has
dropped over the month that
means you’ve succeeded in
making your heart more efficient
at pumping blood.

!

▲▲



Be a tortoise, not a hare

When it comes to abdominal
exercises, the slower tortoise
always wins  the race. Crunches
performed slowly and with
control provide better results
than fast repetitions or quick
pulsing movements. Remember
these golden rules when
exercising your abs:

✓ Do
• Use a slow controlled pace
• Make every repetition count
• Let your abdominals do the work
• Lift your shoulder blades off 

the ground
• Keep your back flat against 

the floor
• Exhale as you come up; inhale 

as you release.

✗ Don’t 
• Arch your back
• Hold your breath
• Pull with your neck
• Use a jerking motion
• Lift your back off the ground.

1312

Get a Flatter Stomach

Which abdominal 
exercises are the best?

There is no single abdominal exercise that

is better than the other. For the best

results, mix up your routine with exercises

that target the various muscles that make

up the abdominal region.

To tone and strengthen your upper

abdominals, the basic crunch is your best

choice. Perform this exercise with your

knees bent and back flat on the floor.

Raise your chest and shoulders several

inches from the ground, exhaling as you

come up and inhaling as you release.

To work the obliques, the muscles on the

side of the stomach, perform the crunch at

alternating angles, reaching with the

shoulder (not the elbow) across the body to

the opposite knee. Repeat on the other side.

To work the lower abdominals, bring the

knees up towards the chest, forming a 900

angle with the body. Using only the lower

abdominals and not the legs or hip, bring

the knees slightly towards the chest as you

exhale. Return to the starting position.

Remember this is a very small movement, so

don’t try to bring the knees up to the face.

Start with 10 repetitions of each exercise

and gradually increase your repetitions to 25

as your abdominals become more conditioned.

The secret to a firmer, flatter belly is to combine abdominal exercise with a sensible low-fat diet. No matter
how many stomach crunches you do, if you’re carrying too much weight around your mid-section, the fat
will hide any improvements you have made in muscle definition. So while stomach crunches alone won’t
do the trick, you’ll soon start to see results if you combine abdominal exercise with a general increase in
physical activity and a healthy diet.

Abs on the Ball
If you’ve ever done a stomach crunch on a stability ball (also called swiss/fit ball)

you’ll know that it hits the spot! You can feel your abdominal muscles working

right away and that’s because the small, movable surface of the ball challenges

your deep abdominal muscles to stabilise the spine in a way that can’t be done

on the floor. Up to 30% more abdominal movement can be achieved by doing

your crunches on the ball, but remember to ease yourself into it - start out with

just a few and work your way up from there.

When doing abdominal work on the ball, make sure you choose the right size

ball: when sitting on it, your knees and hips should align at a 900 angle.A basic

rule of thumb is that if you are taller than 5’8 choose a 65 cm ball, and if you’re

shorter choose a 55 cm ball.

Also make sure your back is in the right position: the ball should be positioned

beneath the centre of your back.The easiest way to achieve this is to sit on the

edge of the ball and roll the ball forward with your body as you lower onto it.

Unlike other muscles, the abdominals
can be exercised every day. They
don’t need a rest day in between
workouts because they are not as
prone to fatigue or injury, and there 
is no fear of them getting too big.

A great way to find out more
about the stability ball is to
check out a Fit ‘N’ Functional

class – you’ll learn how to exercise
with the ball and have lots of fun while
you’re at it!

]
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Combine Fitness
with Your Sport

Fit ‘N’ Functional

The large rubber balls you’ll see around the gym might look more suited to the beach, but they’re actually
effective exercise tools. Known as stability balls (or swiss/fit balls), they help develop power, balance and
strength – skills that are especially important in the sports arena.Training on the stability ball forces you 
to use your deepest muscles layers – the core muscles – to stabilise your body. Strengthening these
muscles gives you a solid foundation for all sports movement, whether reaching to hit a tennis ball,
sprinting to cross a finish line, or jumping to catch a football.

Stay Flexible for Sport

Think about how many times you hit shots in tennis using the same arm, or how many times you kick
with the same foot in football. Each time you use the same muscle repeatedly in sport, you’re
overdeveloping that muscle and placing it under more stress than the opposing muscle.That’s where
flexibility training becomes important because it reduces tension and resistance in muscle tissue,
thereby maintaining balance and reducing the risk of injury. Seek advice from your personal trainer
about developing a flexibility program that focuses on the parts of your body used most in your sport.

Sport = Strength

Researchers have discovered a strong link between athletic ability and strength training. Golfers
who strength train, for example, can significantly improve their driving power.Whatever your
choice of sport, strength training may not only improve your proficiency, but also decrease your
risk of injury. Refer to ‘Improve your Muscle Tone and Strength’ on pages 8-9, and speak to your
personal trainer about developing a strength training program for your sport.

Treat yourself to a regular sports  massage,they don’t just make you feel good

after a big workout, they can enhance athletic performance,prevent injury and

promote recovery – available at your local sports medicine facility and most

Fitness First clubs.

Look out for classes on the
group fitness timetable called
Fit ‘N’ Functional – it means

stability balls are used in the class. For
tips on exercising with stability balls,
turn to ‘Abs on the Ball’ on page 13.

]

Whether you’re trying to out-do the competition, or simply cross the finish line in one piece, working out at the gym
is the perfect accompaniment to any sport. Developing your strength, stamina and flexibility in the gym will not only
improve your sporting performance, it’ll also reduce the risk of muscle soreness and injury.
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Sports specific training

Sports-specific training means focusing on

the various skills associated with your sport,

and combining these in a training program.

If you are training to play golf, for example,

you’d focus on exercises like chest press,

biceps curl and chin ups to help generate

power in the upper body. Cardiovascular

conditioning and flexibility exercises would

also be useful for developing a full fluid

swing and boosting your energy levels for

long rounds of golf. It’s a fact that virtually

every pro golfer regularly uses the gym.

From football to tenpin bowling, you can apply
sports specific training to any type of activity.
Speak to your personal trainer about what kind
of training is best for your sport.

Cross training

Every time you do a physical activity that’s

different from your chosen sport you’re

cross training. Not only does cross training

add variety to your workouts, it distributes

the load of training amongst various body

parts, thus reducing the risk of injury.

One of the easiest ways to start cross training

is to alternate between activities – a group

fitness class one day,cardiovascular equipment

the next.Or you can alternate activities within

a single workout,spending ten minutes on a

treadmill, ten minutes on a stationary cycle

and ten minutes on a cross trainer.

Intervals

Interval training is a way to increase the

intensity of your workout and boost your

fitness level without burning yourself out. It

involves alternating short bursts of intense

aerobic activity (intervals) with a less intense

form of the same exercise (recovery).

When you start out, your interval to recovery
ratio should be about 1:3, so if you walk fast
uphill for 20 seconds, alternate this with
walking at a slower pace/lesser incline for 
the next minute.As you improve, decrease
your recovery periods slowly so that your
interval and recovery times are the same.
Also increase the intensity and the number 
of short bursts you do.

Circuits

Circuit classes are a good choice for sports

training because they combine interval and

cross training. In a circuit class you’ll move

rapidly from one strength or cardiovascular

exercise to the next within specific time

intervals. Besides keeping you on your toes,

circuits are a great way to improve mobility,

and build strength and stamina. Check out

the group fitness timetable to find out what

circuit classes are held at your gym.

Virtual Cycling

Imagine competing in a ‘virtual’cycle road race

where you get to cross the finish line first! You

can do just that in an RPM indoor cycling class

at your gym,where instructors lead

participants on cycling journeys complete

with hills,valleys and finish lines.No cycling

experience is required and each bike is fitted

with a resistance dial that you can adjust

throughout the class to cater for your level of

fitness.Try it once and you’ll be hooked!
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Day 1 – Excited and motivated

to get started. Book in for gym

induction and personalised fitness

program. Check your training

shoes, and if necessary, invest in 

a new pair of comfortable,

supportive shoes.

8 weeks – Your heart is

stronger and pumps more blood

with each stroke.Your blood

pressure is lower and so is your

resting heart rate.

11 months –It’s hard to

believe how much your life has

transformed since you started on

your new lifestyle program.You

have so much more energy.You

actually miss your workouts when

your schedule is disrupted.

10 months – People admire

your great posture.You are aware

when you slump and quickly re-

adjust to standing and sitting tall.

Good posture has become a part 

of you.

9 months – Instead of always

seeing friends at the pub, you find

yourself looking forward to also

going to the gym to meet up with

your friends.

8 months – You are feeling

more relaxed and able to cope

with daily pressures.Your workout

program has helped you better

cope with stress from the outset.

Now, your regular workouts are so

much a part of your life, you feel

great about yourself and are on

top of the world.

7 months – You may feel that

you have hit a plateau and are no

longer experiencing results from

your training.‘Cross-training’

becomes your new mantra.You

start mixing up weekly activities to

include lots of variety.You’re not

sure when the transformation

occurred, but somewhere along

the way you have become an

exercise junkie!

6 months – You are fit and

strong and now all you have to do

is maintain your fitness.You start

planning some exciting active

vacations like hiking adventures or

snorkeling and diving, things you

may have never considered doing

before.

5 months – You have been

sticking with your stretching

program. For the first time in years,

you can actually touch your toes

and nothing hurts on the way

down.

4 months – Your heart and

lungs are stronger.Your muscles

have more endurance and you can

work out for longer.Time to step

up the challenge of your aerobics

program.You consider adding

some higher intensity intervals.

14 weeks – You are regularly

choosing stairs instead of heading

for the lift.You feel the difference

in your legs.You know you can

count on them to take you where

you want to go.

12 weeks – Your cholesterol

levels have improved. Consistent

aerobic exercise has resulted in

increased levels of HDL (‘good’)

cholesterol.That’s great news for

keeping your heart healthy.11 weeks – You can’t believe

it’s already time to increase weight

loads again. It’s amazing how

quickly muscles respond to

training.You have lost inches.You

have increased your muscle mass.

You have shed body fat. Now,

that’s motivating.

10 weeks – You walk up the

steps. Before you know it, you’re at

the top and you’re not huffing and

puffing.You have more energy, and

daily tasks are easier to do.

9 weeks – By sticking with it

for nine weeks, you are definitely

living a healthy lifestyle that’s

part of the new you.You feel

confident in you.

2 weeks – You realise that you

can ‘get by with a little help from

your friends’.You invite a friend or

partner to join you for a weekly

workout.This increases your fun

and your odds of success. Research

shows that social support is one of

the most important keys to

sticking with an exercise program.

7.5 weeks – Those weights

that seemed tough to lift on day

one are now feeling very

manageable. People often increase

strength by as much as 15% within

the first six to eight weeks of

training.

7 weeks – It’s not always easy

to stick with your exercise routine,

but remember it takes at least 6 to

8 weeks to create a new habit.You

make a commitment to stick with

it now, knowing that if you can just

keep it up a few weeks longer, you

can keep going for the long haul.

6 weeks – Not only do you

have more energy and feel

stronger, the fruits of your labour

start to be visible as more toned

up muscles.

5 weeks – You start to feel

more muscle tone.Your body is

firming up.You have more

endurance.What used to be a

struggle is now something you

know you can do.You are feeling

great.

4 weeks – Your body is

becoming a more efficient fat

burner.You have much less

shortness of breath during your

workouts, and that nagging

occasional ache in your lower back

has somehow disappeared.What

you’re doing is definitely making a

difference.

3 weeks – You sleep more

soundly and wake up feeling

refreshed. It’s great to be aware of

what’s going on in the morning

before caffeine enters the system!

1 week – You enjoy knowing

you are doing something that is

good for you, and it’s easier than

you ever thought it would be.At

the same time, you are amazed at

how you feel the results of your

new training in parts of the body

that you never knew existed! 

At one year – You have

slimmed down and toned up.You

feel great and have energy to do

the things you love. Being active

and eating healthy foods are

important parts of your lifestyle.

People ask you for advice on how

to get active and stay fit.They

want to know your secret!

As you move along the path to
fitness, you’ll experience many
positive changes, including more
energy and vitality, better sleeping
habits, increased strength, and
improved flexibility.

The Time-Line to Fitness will give you 

a guide as to what changes you can

expect over the course of a year of

regular gym visits. Keep in mind that 

the time-line is based on a person who

exercises 2 to 3 times a week, but was

unfit and had done little previous

exercise when they started out.Your

body’s response to exercise may vary

slightly depending on your base level 

of fitness, physique, and how often you

work out.

When it comes to establishing a lifelong

habit of fitness, the first few months are

crucial. If you can increase your physical

activity for eight weeks and keep going

after that, you will have passed a critical

landmark. Understand that there will be

times when you won’t show rapid

progress, but you’ll still be benefiting

from exercise, and you’ll be one step

closer to your goal of making physical

activity a permanent part of your life.

After a year of regular exercise you’ll

never look back because when you reach

this milestone your body reacts as if

you’ve been exercising for life!

Time-line written by Shirley Archer,
JD MA, health and wellness educator,
author, and international fitness presenter.

Time-Line
to Fitness

START



Some people are more naturally flexible than others, but anyone can improve their

flexibility with regular training.Adding a five-minute stretch routine to the end of your

exercise sessions is a good start, but you’ll achieve better results if you can devote at least

30 minutes to flexibility training three times a week.

Before stretching, take five to ten minutes to warm up, as stretching cold muscles can cause

injury. Begin with a simple low-intensity warm-up like walking on-the-spot, or a light jog or

cycle.Another good time to stretch is just after a hot shower or bath because the hot water

raises the temperature of your muscles, making them pliable for stretching.

To help integrate regular stretching into your fitness routine, it’s a good idea to schedule a

regular flexibility class like yoga into your week. Have a look on the group fitness timetable or

ask your fitness instructor to recommend which group fitness classes at your gym are good for

promoting flexibility.
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20 Reasons to 
Make Exercise a 
part of your Day

You only have one life, live it well!

Boost Your Flexibility

Know your tight spots

Many of us hold tension in the shoulders,

chest, hamstrings and hips, but you may be

tight in other areas, depending on your

history of injuries and muscle imbalances. If

you play a lot of sport you might also

experience tightness in some muscles more

than others.Your personal trainer will be able

to tailor a flexibility program to these

strengths and weaknesses, so don’t run the

risk of stretching overstretched muscles or

missing areas that need training.

Remember, the more time and attention

you give to flexibility training, the more

benefits you’ll experience.

Use towels, stability balls and resistant bands to add variety and interest to your flexibility training.

Test Your Flexibility

Being able to bend at the waist
from a standing position and
touch your toes without bending
your knees is a sign of good
flexibility (alternatively, sit with
your legs stretched straight out in
front and reach your toes). If you
can’t make it all the way yet, use
this as a test to measure how
your flexibility is progressing.

Staying limber…
• improves posture
• helps prevent back pain
• releases muscle tension and soreness
• boosts athletic performance
• increases range of motion 
• reduces risk of injury
• aids relaxation
• improves functional fitness
• enhances balance and coordination.

TIP! If your body is relaxed it will be
more responsive to flexibility training.

Listening to music and focusing on
your breathing can help yourelax as
you stretch.

DO
Warm up first
Start each stretch gently 
Exhale as you move deeper into the stretch
Hold each stretch for 10 to 30 seconds
Ease up if the stretch hurts

DON’T
Use a bouncing or jerking movement
Hold your breath
Stretch a cold muscle
Strain into the stretch
Push the stretch until you feel pain

As we grow older we tend to lose

flexibility, but this is normally just the

result of inactivity.The less active you are,

the less flexible you are likely to be.

Stretching: Do’s and Don’ts

!

1. Keeps your heart happy
2. Helps you sleep easy
3. Puts a spring in your step
4. Allows you to indulge your taste buds
5. Enhances work performance
6. Brings out the best under the covers!
7. Guarantees you’ll look good in whatever you wear
8. Slows down the time clock
9. Builds strong bones
10. Shapes the body you want
11. Discovers muscles you never knew existed
12. Builds strength for everyday tasks
13. Puts stress into perspective
14. Powers up your immune system
15. Energises your day
16. Ensures a long lasting good mood
17. Pulls you out of a rut
18. Wards off disease
19. Gives you confidence to achieve your goals
20. Makes you feel on top of the world!
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First Six Weeks
Getting back to exercise after the birth of

your child should be a gradual process,

starting with pelvic floor exercises and

short,slow walks.A full-fledged return to

exercise should only happen after you’ve

had the doctor’s go-ahead,at around the

six-week mark.Even then it’s important you

ease back into exercise slowly and carefully.

Pelvic Floor
As a new mum you’ve probably already been

practising pelvic floor exercises,but are you

doing enough of them? These exercises are an

essential part of regaining your continence,

bladder and bowel control, and it is essential

that you strengthen these muscles before

attempting any other exercise.Practise pelvic

floor exercises in various positions and aim to

complete a minimum of five contractions

four times a day.

Cross train your pelvic floor, sometimes

practising long holds and sometimes short,

strong contractions. Eventually you should

be able to do 10 repetitions, holding each

for 10 counts, morning and night.

Tighter Abdominals
You’re probably keen to tone your mid-

section, but it’s important to start with the

right type of abdominal exercises so as not

to overstress your muscles. Begin with

gentle abdominal bracing and pelvic tilt

exercises, and only when your pelvic floor

becomes stronger should you progress to

curl-up exercises. Ensure your rectus

abdominal muscles have come back

together before you do any kind of

abdominal work other than bracing – ask

your doctor or personal trainer to show you

how to check these muscles.

Back Strength
It’s common for new mums to experience

lower back pain, as the abdominal wall is too

loose to adequately support the lower back.

Range of motion movements and lower-

back exercises will help with this, especially

exercises that incorporate the stability ball.

You might also experience upper-back strain

caused by fatigue and breast weight -

shrugging the shoulders and performing

flexibility exercises for the chest and back

should help with this.

Eating Right
Don’t be tempted to cut your calories to

speed up weight loss because breastfeeding

mums actually need to take in an additional

500 calories a day to provide baby with the

proper vitamins and minerals. If you skimp

on calories you’ll be depriving yourself and

your baby of important nutrients.
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Tone Up After a Baby
You’ve just had a baby and now you want to get back in shape and shed the weight that didn’t disappear when the

baby was born.Those last 3 to 5 kilograms can be hard to get rid of, but consistent safe exercise will do the trick.

The added bonus is that a regular exercise routine will boost your energy levels and give you the sanity to cope with

those endless nappy changes and sleepless nights!

DO
• Take it easy

• Listen to your body

• Start off slowly and build 

up gradually

• Give priority to strengthening

pelvic floor and abdominal muscles.

DON’T
• Push yourself too soon or too hard

• Return to exercise sooner than six

weeks after giving birth

• Start exercise until you have the

doctor’s go-ahead

• Lift weights or do high impact 

exercise until the pelvic floor  

and abdominals are strong.

If you’ve had a caesarean section
your body will need more time to
recover, so start slowly and use
caution when exercising, especially
with your abdominal muscles. Your
doctor and personal trainer will be
able to help you develop a safe
exercise program.

Avoid ‘high impact’ exercises like
running and jumping until at least five
months after the birth to allow the
effects of the hormone relaxin to lessen.
Relaxin loosens the ligaments to allow
the baby to come through the pelvis and
birth canal more easily, but it also
makes it easy to overextend joints and
become injured.

TIP! Keep exercise slow and steady.
It takes 6 to 12 weeks to fully
recover from childbirth, and up to a
year for your body to return to the
way it was pre-pregnancy. Listen to
your body and go at your own pace.

Benefits of Exercise
for New Mums

• Boosts energy
• Combats stress
• Helps you sleep
• Makes you feel good
• Assists with weight loss
• Relieves back pain
• Guarantees time to yourself

…not to mention that every one
will tell you how great you look!

Benefits of Exercise
for New Mums

• Boosts energy
• Combats stress
• Helps you sleep
• Makes you feel good
• Assists with weight loss
• Relieves back pain
• Guarantees time to yourself

…not to mention that every one
will tell you how great you look!
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Your Calcium Bank

Think of your bones as a savings account – the more bone mass you have deposited

earlier in life, the greater your nest egg, and the more chance of protecting yourself

against osteoporosis later in life.

The body starts to form most of its bone mass prior to adolescence,and reaches its peak at

about age 30.Then gradually with age, the breakdown outpaces the build up,and by late

middle age our bone density will start to lessen unless we do something to halt the decline.

Although there is no cure for osteoporosis, there are steps you can take to prevent it or to
slow or stop its progress. Here’s how:

• Boost your calcium and vitamin D intake. Depending on your age, your daily calcium intake
should be between 1,000-1,300 mg, and your vitamin D should be between 400-800 IU/day.

• Start a regular weight–bearing exercise program. Research has found that weight training
can increase spinal bone mineral density by 13% in six months.The best type of exercises
are those where your bones and muscles are working against gravity, including walking,
jogging, stair climbing, lifting weights, or using resistance machines. If you have already been
diagnosed with osteoporosis, weight–bearing exercise, impact activities and twisting
motions should be avoided, depending on the severity of your condition.

• Quit smoking and reduce your alcohol intake.
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High Blood Pressure: 
Are You at Risk?

High blood pressure occurs most often in people
over the age of 35, but there are no immediate
symptoms, so it’s easy to go years without
realising you even suffer from it.

Age, heredity factors and race all play a part in
why some people develop high blood pressure,
but there are other controllable factors that
contribute to the condition - like being
overweight, not exercising regularly, and having
high stress levels.The more risk factors you
have, the greater the health complications.
When high blood pressure exists with obesity,
smoking, high cholesterol levels or diabetes, for
example, the risk of heart attack or stroke
increases several times.

If you have high blood pressure and you start a
regular exercise routine, it’s usually during the
first ten weeks that you’ll experience a marked
drop in blood pressure.To maintain these benefits
you need to remain active over the long term.

Extend Your Youth ‘It’s your future,
live it well.’

Dennis Keiser

‘It’s time to catch the age wave. Those that do it are in for a great ride.’
Dennis Keiser

You can’t choose your genes or undo the health and lifestyle choices you made when you were younger,

but you’d be surprised at how many factors that contribute to a long life are still within your control.

Our trained fitness staff
can check your blood
pressure in a matter of

minutes. Make an appointment now
if it has been more than five years
since you’ve had your blood
pressure checked, or if you know
you have high blood pressure.

]

Regular physical activity can help prevent many conditions

associated with ageing, such as coronary artery disease, high blood

pressure, stroke, diabetes and some cancers. Incorporating exercise

into your life will actually make it easier to kick-start a healthier

lifestyle because exercise helps you sleep better, manage stress

better and gives you more energy to enjoy work and play.

Getting fit is easier than you think. In fact, just 30 minutes of

activity a day can boost your health. It’s not about training for

marathons, it’s just about moving and having fun: stretching your

muscles, working your lungs and heart, warming up your joints.

If you begin at a pace that’s comfortable for you, with an activity 

that you enjoy, you’ll feel the benefits right away.

Heart Smart
Advancing age is one of the many risk factors

for heart disease and heart attack.About

four out of five people who die of coronary

heart disease are 65 or older, so it’s during

middle age that it pays to concentrate on

building a healthy heart for the future.

Regular exercise is one of the best defences

against heart disease because it helps control

many of the risk factors, like cholesterol,

diabetes, obesity and blood pressure. Even

moderate amounts of physical activity – 30

minutes a day – can contribute to a healthier

heart. Refer to ‘Improve Your Heart Health

and Cardio Fitness’on page 10–11 to find 

out how exercise can help keep your heart

healthy.

Reducing your risk of heart attack can be as
simple as becoming more fit and active.
According to a recent study, a group of
women aged 40 who started walking briskly
for 30 minutes a day, 4 days a week, enjoy
almost the same low risk of heart attack as
women who have exercised consistently
their entire lives.

Each year after menopause a women typically loses 1% of her bone mass, but studies

have shown that strength training can reverse this trend.Women who strength train 

not only don’t lose bone density, they can actually increase it! This is good news for

protecting against osteoporosis, a condition in which bones become porous and

susceptible to breaks.
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You’ve paid off the mortgage, the kids have long left home, you’re winding

down your career, and looking forward to spending more time enjoying

yourself and doing all those things you’ve long put off. It’s the perfect time to

be fit and healthy – not only to preserve a high quality of life, but also to slow

down some of the physiological changes that otherwise come with ageing.

Here’s what a regular exercise routine can do to ensure you retain your
independence, energy and vitality long into the future.

Functional Strength

Typically we lose between 20% and 40% of muscle tissue as we grow older, but this loss has

more to do with inactivity than it does with age.As we become increasingly sedentary and

start to do less and less of the everyday activities that use muscle power, our muscles literally

waste away. Studies have found strength training – if done regularly - can easily reverse this

decline, providing more functional strength for everyday tasks like lifting groceries or cleaning

the house. Regular strength training has the added advantage of building bone mass and

protecting against osteoporosis.

Less Huff and Puff

Another effect of ageing is reduced aerobic capacity – in other words, the ability of your heart,

lungs and blood vessels to deliver adequate oxygen to your muscles during physical activity.

Aerobic capacity generally peaks at around age 20, and then decreases by about 1% each

subsequent year (the fitter you are, the less decline you’ll experience). By the time you are 80

years old, your aerobic capacity is about half of what it was at age 20.

The good news is that no matter what age you start to exercise, it’s never too late to improve

your aerobic capacity. By exercising three to five times a week for a minimum of 30 minutes,

you’ll soon notice the improvements in your breathing, whether climbing a set of stairs or

keeping up with the grandchildren.

Flexibility and Balance

The elasticity of our joints and ligaments decrease as we age, causing a gradual decline in

flexibility, range of motion and balance. Falling – the result of deteriorated balance – becomes

a significant hazard later in life, especially if our bones are weak. By increasing your activity

level and incorporating stretching and strength training into your daily routine, you can

increase your flexibility and protect against the risk of a fall.
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Where to Start?

Whether it’s carrying groceries, walking to

the shops or climbing a set of stairs, regular

exercise will help you more easily cope with

the demands of everyday living.

How much exercise depends on what you

want to achieve.Your goal might be as

simple as strengthening your muscles

enough to lift your grandchildren, or

building your endurance enough to walk

around the block without puffing.Whatever

it is that you want to accomplish, your

starting point should be to improve from

wherever you are right now and work your

way up gradually.

Keep Fit in Retirement

Test Your Balance

Here’s a good test to monitor how

your balance is improving:

Stand with your eyes closed; slowly lift

one foot and balance on the other leg 

(if you are too unsteady, start off by

holding on to a firm support like a chair).

Count the number of seconds you

remain balanced, without holding.

Repeat this exercise weekly and note

how much longer you can remain

balanced as time goes on.When exercising, keep 
these safety tips in mind:

Start slowly.
Build up your activities and effort level
gradually. Doing too much too soon can
cause discomfort or even injury,
especially if you have been inactive 
for a while.

Avoid holding your breath.
When lifting weights, for example, breathe
out while lifting, and breathe in while
lowering.This is especially important if
you have high blood pressure.

Keep up your fluid intake.
Don’t wait until you are thirsty, drink
plenty of fluids before, during and after
exercise.

Bend from the hips.
When you bend forward, bend from the
hips, not the waist. If you let your back
‘hump’ when you bend, it’s a sign you’re
probably bending from the waist.

Warm up first.
Make sure your muscles have warmed 
up before you stretch.

Exercise at a comfortable pace.
Stiffness the morning after exercise is
normal, but if you’re in pain most of the
following day or have swollen joints, it’s 
a sign you’ve pushed yourself too hard.
If your bone, joint or muscle pain is
severe, seek the advice of a doctor.

No excuse is a good excuse
‘Too old’ or ‘too frail’ aren’t good excuses to give up exercise, because

even medical conditions like stroke, heart disease, arthritis and diabetes

have been found to benefit from regular physical activity. Combining

dietary changes and controlled exercise activity with medication can be

more effective in the treatment of many health conditions, than just

relying on medication alone.Your personal trainer will be able to tailor a

training program to your specific health condition, so seek their advice

before starting a vigorous exercise routine.

The Secret to Longevity?

According to the findings of the
Harvard Study of Adult
Development, the longest, most
comprehensive examination of
ageing ever conducted, people who
move successfully through middle
age into their 80s have the
following factors in common: they
exercise regularly, keep a healthy
weight, avoid cigarettes, have good
adjustment/coping skills, maintain
strong stable relationships and
pursue education.

The bad news
A women of seventy faces 30%
odds that she will break her hip if
she lives another twenty years.

The good news
Strength training dramatically cuts
the risk of fractures by building
bone and improving strength and
balance to help prevent falls.
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Manage Your Stress

While it’s not always possible to avoid stressful situations, you can learn
to manage stress so that it no longer rules your life. Here’s what experts
recommend as the best ways to step off the stress roller coaster.

• Make exercise a regular habit. It relieves tension and provides a 
‘time-out’ from stressful situations.

• Simplify your life. Cut out activities or delegate tasks.
• Get enough sleep. Your body needs time to recover from stressful events.
• Establish a support network. It helps when you can talk to someone

about your troubles.
• Keep a positive attitude. View negative situations as positive and a chance

to improve your life.
• Practice relaxation techniques. Fit regular yoga or meditation sessions 

into your weekly routine.
• Learn to say no. If you are overwhelmed by having too much to do,

eliminate tasks that aren’t necessary.
• Make time for hobbies. Schedule time to indulge in things you enjoy doing.
• Go easy with criticism. Don’t expect perfection from yourself or others.
• Eat for health. Good nutrition makes a difference, especially limiting your 

intake of caffeine and alcohol.

Feeling stressed? Overworked? Under tension? A dose of exercise is the 

best stress-busting drug there is. Every time you exercise, your brain 

produces feel-good hormones called endorphins, which are guaranteed to

lift your mood and leave you feeling relaxed. Researchers have found that

each exercise session produces around 90 to 120 minutes worth of

endorphins, so you’ll be feeling good long after your workout has finished.

Too stressed to sleep?

Stress has a nasty habit of causing

insomnia, but regular exercise can help

give you some shut-eye. People who

exercise regularly fall asleep quicker,

awake less often in the middle of the

night and sleep longer and better.

Working out relieves muscle tension 

and wears you out physically, so it’s

much easier to fall asleep and stay

asleep. Not to mention that exercise

revamps your sex life - another good 

way of improving your sleep pattern!

“Accept the things you cannot change and have the courage to change the things you can.”

The next time you’re feeling
stressed, make a conscious
effort to give yourself some

‘me-time’. Book in for a relaxing
massage, tanning treatment or beauty
therapy, or put your feet up in a steam
room. Check out the therapy treatments
available at your club and give yourself
permission to give them a go!
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So what’s a good stress busting exercise? Any exercise that takes your mind off your

worries is a good place to start, whether a group fitness class, strength training session or

circuit routine. Researchers have found that regular yoga sessions can reduce anxiety,

release tension and even lower blood pressure.A yoga class at the gym is a great way to

unwind after a busy day and it will teach you how to use deep breathing, relaxed 

movement and concentration as a way to alleviate stress.

The Stress Roller Coaster

We need a certain amount of stress to keep us on our toes, but too much stress can lead to

all sorts of nasty symptoms, ranging from irritability and tension, to headaches, stomach

upsets and insomnia. Stress disturbs the body’s internal balance and if you don’t make

adjustments to counter the effects it can contribute to even more serious health problems

like high blood pressure and heart disease. Don’t kid yourself that you don’t suffer from

stress, everyone does, but we all cope differently.

Did you know? 
Exercise is prescribed in clinical

settings to help treat nervous tension.

Researchers have measured a decrease

in electrical activity of tensed muscles

after exercise and found that people

are less jittery and hyperactive when

they’ve done some physical activity.
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Going to the gym isn’t just about burning calories and

building muscle, it’s also a great place to let your hair

down, make friends and have some fun! The added

bonus is that the more you enjoy yourself and look

forward to your workouts, the more likely you are to

stick with your exercise program.

Find an exercise buddy.
Exercising with someone else can add fun and laughter to even the

dullest exercise routine. It’s also a great incentive for keeping a ‘date’

with exercise if you know you’d be letting someone else down by

cancelling. If you don’t yet know anyone at your gym,suggest a friend

takes out a membership with you,or ask around at the gym for a buddy.

Join a group fitness class.
The buzz and motivation of working out in a group can’t be beaten,

so if you’ve never taken part in a group fitness class before, now is

the time to start. From Body Combat, Body First and Step First, to

RPM, Disco Dancing and Latin Fever, there are classes that cater for

all levels of interest and fitness.You don’t have to be coordinated

(or female!) to do a class, you just have to be prepared to have fun!

Doing the same workout day-in, day-out isn’t any fun.
To keep yourself entertained and physically challenged,
change your routine often.

Come along to the club socials.
BBQs, Fitness Challenges, Nightclub Evenings and Special Theme

Classes are just some of the social activities your club runs for

members.To find out what’s coming up next, ask the reception staff

or keep an eye out for the promotions posted around the gym.
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Have Fun and
Meet People
Here’s how to get the maximum fun from your fitness:

Add variety to your routine.
Variety is the spice of life - the more you change your routine, the

more you’ll boost both your fitness and motivation. Regularly try

new classes and equipment, experiment with different exercises,

and vary the intensity and duration of your workouts (in

consultation with your personal trainer or fitness instructor). If

you’re on the treadmill, for example, don’t just maintain the same

pace, mix it up by varying the pace and incline.

Try personal training.
Having your own personal trainer is a sure way to keep your 

routines fresh and fun, and the bonus is you can chat while you

exercise! Ask your club about the range of personal training options

available, from 30-minute sessions, to group sessions where you 

can workout with a friend. Personal training is not expensive and 

can really improve your lifestyle because a trainer can advise you 

of the best way to achieve your goals, even if your goal is just to

inject fun into your workout routine!

Do what you enjoy.
If you’ve found an exercise or sport you really enjoy, make sure you

incorporate it into your fitness routine.Whether it’s skipping,

dancing, sprinting, or boxing that turns you on, find a group fitness

class that contains these elements or think about how you can add

them into your regular workout.

Ease into fitness.
The best way to avoid muscle soreness and injury is to start off

gradually, increasing your intensity and duration in small

increments. Do less than you think you are able to at first, and

challenge yourself one step at a time as your fitness increases.

Use exercise as a daily vacation
and a way to spend time with friends.
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How Your Health 
Benefits from Exercise
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Supplement your Health

The Nutravida product range was 
created in consultation with Dr Mark
Atkinson, one of the UK’s leading 
physician’s and holistic medicine experts.

Do you work long hours, feel tired a lot, grab meals on 
the run, or juggle a zillion different commitments? 

Sound familiar? If so, you may be missing out on the vitamins 
and minerals your body needs to function at its best.

In the perfect world we’d get exactly the right amount of
nutrients from our diet to achieve optimal health and peak
performance, but let’s face it, who lives in a perfect world!

Supplementation has been shown to have a whole host of health benefits,
from boosting energy levels, regulating sleep patterns, and improving
exercise performance, to helping prevent osteoporosis and other nutrition
related health conditions.

Fitness First has recently launched an extensive range of quality vitamin
and mineral supplements in conjunction with one of the UK’s leading
nutritional innovators, Nutravida. The supplements deal with all aspects 
of health and fitness, from weight management and muscle endurance,
to sex-drive, energy and vitality.

How to find out more about the Nutravida product range:
Ask at club reception for a pamphlet giving full details of the products
Log on to www.nutravida.co.uk/ffoffer 
Phone Nutravida on 01534 888771
(8am-5pm, Monday to Friday, 10am-4pm, Saturday & Sunday) 

Special offer 
20% discount on your first Nutravida product
purchase. Exclusive to Fitness First members.

Exercise is Good for Your Heart
The heart responds to exercise by becoming

stronger and more efficient. Regular

exercise can help prevent heart disease and

stroke by strengthening your heart muscle,

lowering pressure, raising your HDL (‘good’)

cholesterol levels, lowering your LDL  (‘bad’)

cholesterol levels, and increasing your

heart’s working capacity.

Heart and circulatory disease is the 

UK’s biggest killer.Alarmingly, 36% of

deaths from coronary heart disease in

men, and 38% of deaths in women are

due to lack of physical activity.

Exercise Helps Control Weight
Being overweight is a major risk factor for

many diseases, from diabetes and heart

disease to cancer and osteoarthritis. Regular

exercise helps to reduce body fat by building

muscle mass and improving the body’s

ability to burn calories.

One in five adults in England are obese 

(body mass index > 30kg/m2) and 

obesity accounts for around 30,000

premature deaths per year. Each person

whose death can be attributed to obesity

loses an average of nine years of life.

Exercise Strengthens Bones
Just as muscles grow stronger when

physically stressed, so too bones respond by

getting stronger. Regular weight bearing

exercise increases bone density, which helps

prevent osteoporosis, the condition in

which bones lose density, weaken and

become very porous and fragile.

Up to the age of 30 our bone-forming 

cells continue to work faster than our 

bone destroying cells.After that the trend 

reverses and our bones start to thin.

Women can lose up to 20% of their bone

mass in the five to seven years following

menopause, making them more 

susceptible to osteoporosis.

Exercise is good for Diabetes
Regular exercise helps normalise glucose

levels for people with type II diabetes by

assisting muscles to take up glucose from 

the bloodstream and use it for energy.

Losing weight through exercise can also help

prevent and control this type of diabetes.

Exercise Helps Prevent Colon Cancer
Exercise speeds digested food through the

colon, denying it the opportunity to sit in

one place, ferment, and cause irritations

that can grow into cancer.There is also

evidence to suggest that exercise lowers 

the risk of cancers of the prostrate, breast

and endometrium.

Exercise is good for Arthritis
Flexibility training,cardiovascular exercise

and strength training have been shown to

improve range of motion and reduce joint

stiffness in arthritic patients.Exercise also

helps reduce the psychological and emotional

pain that often accompanies arthritis.

Exercise Relieves Back Pain
By increasing muscle strength and endurance,

and improving flexibility and posture, regular

exercise helps prevent back pain.

Exercise Reduces  
Depression & Anxiety
Every time you exercise, your brain produces

feel-good hormones called endorphins,

which have been shown to reduce

depression and bring on feelings of

euphoria, well being and relaxation.




